
HOUSE...,No. 102.

House of Representatives, Feb. 22, 1855.

The Joint Standing Committee on Banks and Banking, to
whom was referred so much of the Address of his Excel-
lency the Governor as relates to the Usury Laws, and also
the several orders of the Legislature relative thereto, have
considered the same, and submit the following

The subject of usury has occupied, more or less, the atten-
tion of the legislature for a long series of years. The Re-
vised Statutes codified in 1836 provided (chap. 35) that the
rate of interest should be six per cent, per annum, and that,
whenever a greater rate should be paid, the party so paying it
might recover, by due process of law, three times the amount
of the whol<? interest paid. This enactment does not appear
to have prevented the practice of usury, (if such was the inten-
tion of the legislature;) for we find that, in 1837, the House
of Representatives, on motion of Mr. Jellison, of Boston,
adopted an order instructing the Committee on the Judiciary
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“to consider and report if any law should be enacted to sup-
press usury, &c.; ” and notwithstanding it was notorious that
the laws relating to usurious interest were, during the financial
crisis of that memorable year, daily violated in hundreds of
instances, the committee reported that it was inexpedient to
legislate upon the subject, and their report was accepted.

Nothing of consequence appears to have been done in the
legislature on this subject again for some years.

In 18-11, in the House of Representatives, on motion of Mr.
Stevenson, of Boston, it was ordered that “ the Committee on
the Judiciary inquire into the expediency of providing that
negotiable paper having not more than six months to run be
exempted from the operation of the usury laws.” The com-
mittee subsequently reported that it was inexpedient to legis-
late upon the subject, and their report was accepted.

In 1842, Mr. Hood, of Lynn, in the House, moved that
“the Committee on the Judiciary consider the expediency of
repealing all laws regulating the rate of interest, except so far
as may be necessary-to establish a legal rate in cases where
there is no rate specified.” Mr. Hood’s motion found no favor
with a majority of the House.

In 1844, a similar motion was made by Mr. Simonds, of
Bedford; and the committee reported a Bill on the subject,
which passed the House, but was defeated in the Senate. A
Bill was also reported in 1845; but we find no further traces of
it in the House Journal of that year.

In 1846, however, an Act was passed by bcth branches of
the legislature, repealing the more obnoxious provisions of
former statutes, and providing that, in case unlawful interest
should be taken, only three times the amount of the unlawful
interest should be recovered of the party so taking it. This
statute did not seem to meet the wishes or views of the busi-
ness community; and in 1848 numerous petitions, asking the
repeal or essential modification of the law, were presented to
the legislature. In the hope of a more favorable response than
had heretofore been obtained from the Judiciary Committee,
these several petitions were referred to the Committee on “Mer-
cantile Affairs. &c.” The petitioners, however, fared no better
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with this committee than with the other—they reporting leave
to withdraw, and their report being accepted by the House.

In 1849, a petition, drawn with great care and ability, and
signed by a large number of the business men of Boston, was
presented in the House, referred to the same committee, and
shared the fate of its predecessors. In 1850-52, the subject was
again before the House, and the same disposition was made of
it. In 1853, the Committee on Mercantile Affairs were ordered
to report upon the expediency of altering the rate of interest
in this Commonwealth, so as to make it correspond to the rate
established in neighboring States. They reported that it Was
inexpedient to legislate ; which report was accepted.

In 1854, the Committee on the Judiciary were ordered to
consider the expediency of altering or repealing the usury
laws ; and again the stereotyped report of “ inexpedient to
legislate,” was submitted to the House and accepted.

Such is a brief summary of the history of legislation in
Massachusetts from 1836 to the present time on the subject of
usury. It is evident that great dissatisfaction prevails in regard
to the statutes relating to usury ; and those familiar with the
practical operation of the existing law know it to be compara-
tively valueless for the accomplishment of the purposes intended
by the legislature, as thousands of our best citizens are com-
pelled, by a “necessity that knows no law,” to live in almost
daily violation of it. The folly of having laws on our statute
books which citizens are virtually compelled to disobey or
evade, is too apparent for argument. Such trifling with the
consciences and necessities of men soon brings all law into
contempt, and tends to undermine the fabric of our social and
political institutions.

The grand fundamental error of the advocates of the present
system of usury is in the assumption that money bears a fixed,

absolute and -permanent value; viz., six per cent, per annum.
In New York and New Jersey the law estimates it to be

worth seven per cent. ; in our Commonwealth its legal value
is but six, and in Maryland only five per cent. ; while in
Florida it is fixed at eight. How these different estimates are
reconcilable with the theory of a fixed and certain value which
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money is said to possess, is a problem which the defenders of
usury laws alone can solve.

To our view, it is as reasonable to establish the wages of
labor by legal enactments as to fix by law the rate of interest
for money. In England, in the middle ages, both these projects
were tried ; but the folly of such laws was very soon apparent,
and they were early repealed or became obsolete. Any
attempt in our Commonwealth to interfere by law between
the employer and the workman, so as to establish the price of
labor, would cause a political revolution, which, but for the
wise institution of annual elections by the people, would most
likely be attended with violence. Why the interest of money,
which is the wages of capital, should be a subject of legislation
any more than the wages of labor, is an inquiry which we
think must be difficult satisfactorily to answer. Attempts
have been made in our own and other countries to establish
by law the value of paper issues; and even the coinage has
been debased, while severe penalties have been enacted, and
in many instances executed, against those who refused to
receive them in exchange for labor or merchandise at their
apparent value. Notwithstanding such statutes and penalties,
however, the laws of trade have proved stronger than the laws
of the realm, and money soon found its true level, and was
exchanged for labor or merchandise at its real, and not its
assumed value.

We think money, like other commodities, has a relative ,

and not a certain, value ; that if it commands seven per cent, in
New York, and but six in Massachusetts, it is because it is
more needed there than here; if it brings more interest to
the capitalist at one time than at another, it is for the
reason that it is more wanted and is less plenty. In short,
we adopt the common-sense theory, that money, like all other
descriptions of property, is regulated by the'great law of supply
and demand—that “ higher laic,” which is more powerful than
any legislative enactment, and which governs the transactions
of the whole commercial world.

When money is abundant and easily accessible, and trade
and commerce languishing and dull, the rate of interest is low.
On the contrary, when enterprise is active, merchandise in
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demand, great public and private improvements in progress
demanding large sums to carry them forward to completion,
money becomes scarcer and more inaccessible, and the rate of
interest advances, as has been the case very recently in our
own Commonwealth; though but a few years ago our banks
were loaning money freely at four per cent, per annum, and in
many instances at a lower rate, for many months in succession,
and borrowers had no scruples in obtaining their supplies at
the lowest possible rates.

The price of money is regulated precisely as is the price of
wheat or any other merchantable commodity. For example,
when wheat becomes scarce and wanted, by reason of a large
demand and small supply, the price rises until the demand is
checked or the supply increases and the equilibrium of price
is again established. The expediency of establishing the
price of money at six per cent, in the absence of any contract
is obviously apparent, as that rate may be deemed established
as the equilibrium at least for many years to come ; but, for
all contracts on negotiable paper having not more than eight
months to run, we would allow the borrower and the lender to
make their own terms.

The repeal of so much of the restriction on the use of
money would bring it more freely into the market, and bor-
rowers and lenders could meet on an equality without the
intervention of a third party, and, knowing that they would
iuolate no law, could make their contracts on equally satisfac-
tory terms.

The genius and tendency of this nation are to remove all
restrictions on trade. The barriers which antiquated customs
and ancient laws have thrown up between the producer and
consumer have been, in a great measure, removed ; and it is
now our proud boast that labor, land and merchandise can be
bought and sold on free and equal terms. The usury law, one
of the last relies of prejudice and barbarism, must share the fate
of all those customs and laws which have stood in the way of
a free and unrestricted intercourse between buyer and seller.
New York, the great central commercial emporium of the
western continent, is already moving in the matter, and a bill
is now pending in her legislative assembly which essentially
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modifies existing statutes, removing the more obnoxious fea-
tures. Massachusetts, so justly famed as the bold and success-
ful pioneer in every beneficent reform, should not permit her
sister States to take the lead in the practical recognition of the
great American idea, that the true function of law is, not to
restrain, but protect the citizen in the untrammelled exercise
of his natural rights.

We are aware that the experiment of unrestricted usury has
been tried in Wisconsin and Indiana; but that was many years
ago, while they were new States, when labor was plenty and
capital limited. We should deem it hazardous to undertake
the experiment now in a newly and sparsely populated State ;

but in an old and long-settled Commonwealth, where capital is
concentrated and abundant, the partial abolition of the usury
law is a measure eminently demanded, not less by the progress
of the age than by the urgent necessities of the body politic.

In England, after a long struggle and against a fierce opposi-
tion, the usury laws were abolished many years ago, and con-
sequences the most gratifying to every lover of progress have
followed. There the price of money ranges at from three to
five per cent, per annum, oftener at the lower than the higher
rate. As the many are borrowers and the few lenders, such a
result may well be hailed by the large majority as a consumma-
tion of great beneficence; and the Committee therefore trust
Shat this Legislature will signalize itself by giving to the
active, enterprising and industrious citizens of our Common-
wealth the great boon of a law which will enable them to
buy money as well as other commodities at the lowest rate at

which it may be obtained.
Lasting reforms are always gradual in their operation. The

Committee, therefore, propose no radical or violent change in
the usury laws. They recommend to the Legislature the pas-
sage of the accompanying Bill, and ask for it a candid and
favorable consideration.

For the Committee,
GEORGE F. WILLIAMS.
HARRISON BLISS.
GEORGE G. GIFFORD.
HORACE HOWARD.
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In the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Fifty-
O *

Five.

AN ACT

Relating to the Usury Laws.

Be- it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the

:1 after the first day of Sep-
vful for all persons to pay

1 Sect. 1. That from an

2 tember next it shall be la
3 and receive such rate o

4 money on any promisso
5 bill payable or bill of e

6 than eight months to ru:

interest, for the loan of
y note, draft, acceptance,
change, having not more

i, as the parties may agree
7 upon in writing

1 Sect. 2. That the rate of interest for the loan of
2 money on any promissory note, draft, acceptance,
3 bill payable or bill of exchange, where there shall be
4 no agreement in writing, shall be at the rate of sis
5 per cent, per annum.

same, as follows :
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1 Sect. 3. That no greater rate of interest than six
2 per cent, per annum shall be charged on any judg-
-3 ment, after the date of the rendition thereof, entered
4 in any of the Courts of the Commonwealth, although
5 such judgment may be founded upon a writing stipu-
-6 lating a higher rate of interest.

1 Sect. 4. That nothing in this act shall be con-
-2 strued to apply to any loan when the sum or things
3 lent shall be assured by any grant, charge or incum-
-4 brance of real estate.

1 Sect. 5. Sections one, two, three and four of chap.
2 ter thirty-five of the Revised Statutes, and chapter
3 one hundred and ninety-nine of the acts of 1846, and
4 all other acts and parts of acts that conflict with
5 the provisions of this act, are hereby repealed.

1 Sect. 6. This act shall take effect from and after
2 September 1, 1855.


